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About This Game

Unmechanical is a puzzle adventure that combines tricky puzzle solving, alluring exploration, and an engrossing atmosphere. Set
in a fantastic world of flesh, rock and steel, your journey to freedom requires you to solve a great variety of puzzling challenges,

and while it’s easy to pick up and play, later challenges may prove very difficult indeed.

Key features:

Intuitive and simple controls, applied to a great range of interactions.

A carefully created world with unique environments and an engrossing atmosphere.

More than 30 unique puzzles, including logic-, physics-, and memory- oriented challenges.

Uncover a dark secret through strange clues and fantastic events.
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Over three hours of puzzle-solving, exploration, and adventure.
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I realize the reviews are mixed. But I enjoy the game quite alot. Bought it with a coupon from friend..

turns out it is a pretty good game.. Why did you guys sell me something that doesn't work?. A def buy for people who want to go
on a nostalgia trip. I'm glad to see this game got rerelease after so many years. Looking back on the history of this game and it's
infamy you can see how crazy the alligations were in hindsight.

Visuals: Good revamp of origial outlay. You can choose classic or the new one. Achievments are based around these so get
ready for multiple playthroughs. The FMV is great quality.

Audio: Everything syncyed up well.

Gameplay/Controls: You're going to be switching between rooms trying to look for Augers and you miss all of this great quality
B movie goodness. Controls were a bit off. on the main menu my contoller had no input so I had to click with my mouse but in
game it worked. It would help if you played with a PS4 controller because all of the options are based around that since it's a PS
port but XBONE also works.. In my experience so far, if you try to play the game without looking up the solutions online, you
will get angry and you will get very very very frustrated. This game will get very hard and annoying when you get stuck and start
getting caught, and once all of the traps start coming you may as well start over. Cause when you have no idea what to do next
and cant enter the building to find out without 10 cameras going off and getting repeatedly caught by the neighbor. (who seems
to know where you are even when he is not alert and has some bug issues when he is alert and searching for you)

Probably can be a fun: game, puzzle and story. If you can handle the frustration.

If you are the type of person who is prone to putting holes in walls or punching your desk when things do go as planned,
definitely stay away.. fun fact you can apparently play 1 coop in 9.6 seconds(i got an achievment where you have to play 50
coop rounds and i have only play 8 minutes). Played it for 10 minutes; didn't like it. It looks unpolished and messy at times with
all the overlays. But if you like shoot 'em ups, I guess you can giv... no wait, don't give it a try. There are a dozen other schmups
that ARE fun AND polished. Continue your search.

[Rating: 60/100]. Pie rating 5\/10
Pros:
You will only play this for the letter achievements
Cons:
 You will only play this for the letter achievements. It's pretty worthy price.. Relaxing maze style gameplay with intermittent
puzzles (with pieces, like of a picture) that you have to do.
Priced about right and functional.
I probably won't play more but it might be someone's cup of tea.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=l5pnCexpDk8
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Love the route and how there's so much AI activity on it, but what I hate is how there are no passenger views for any coaches
and you can't even operate the cab cars of other coaches. I'm just going to edit out all the scenarios and either replace them with
Railjets or other better rolling stock.. Well, at least it was short. This is an indie game, with 40 levels of gravity-flipping action.
No jumping, and you can only flip when you're on a surface. It's somewhat challenging, and the levels are unforgiving, though
they're all pretty short. It's not bad, but it's bland. And for some reason, sometimes the left/right movement gets stuck, which
killed me more times than I'd like to admit. Also, this game has serious Achievement inflation - 40 levels and 78 achievements,
all of which I earned just playing through it once (in under an hour). It's a decent diversion, but nothing to go out of your way to
play.. This is Bomberman all over again, love it!

10/10. It's a really good game i am really hyped for some of these confirmed character, i admit i hardly know any of these indie
characters that are currently in the game but ik a few and that is also why im hyped for the confirmed ones like the batter
(seriously off is a good game) and niko from one shot. Let's get to the game itself now.

Pros:
- good map design (except some maps have these really big spaces between em but that is fine for me)
- so far most characters are really fun to play
- nice character skins for those that have it
- no content cut dlc so far
- only 10 euros
- they made this game work whit the unity engine (good for them :p)
- alot of updates (what i like to see in early development games)
Neutral:
- not all characters have a skin or recolor but they are prob implementd later
- running is kinda hard to pull off on some chars but that might be me

Cons:
- Some attacks seem to be a bit poor but it's not too bad
- lots of opens spaces for characters and stages still in development take too much off the roster and could have been left away
to make the roster easier manouverebel and cleaner
- characters could have been sorted better (not really a big thing)
- zee tee being broken as hell aka fast special ultimate move (will prob be nerfed in the future i hope) and still a couple of
glitches like poncho still having this assist capsule in his hand that i cannot throw (i blame unity engine)

all in all still a solid 6,5/10 that most likely will be an 8/10 or 9/10 if it gets finished

i cannot wait to play this localy whit my friend this weekend as we share a library (just like the good old melee-brawl times)

keep it up devs :p. holy moly at first i only downloaded this game for the tf2 hat but the more i played it the more im in love
with it. this game is toooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo good. Seems ok but controls are not intuitive - can't easily delete
objects, aiming tools sometimes works, sometimes doesnt. Music is decent but feels like a indie\/kickstarter music. With a bit
of improvement could be a great game. Graphics and sound effects are good.. Good old and underrated fps, actually it can looks
like a russian version of the first Quake.. I haven't read interactive novels in many many years, so I don't have much to compare
it to. But having just finished my first readthough I have to say I enjoyed it immensely!
It's just so much more engaging when it's written for your perspective and you get to make, sometimes hard, choices!
And the choices matter!
With 9 different endings, I don't think I'll get around to find them all - but I'll see how readthrough number 2 goes.
Love it and have already bought another from the same company.. Very enjoyable puzzle/adventure game (this is not a "match
3" game). It was shorter than my play time suggests since I left the game running.. \u5148\u8bf4\u8bf4\u4e2a\u4eba\u611f\u53
d7\uff0c\u73a9\u4e86\u51e0\u4e2a\u5c0f\u65f6\u4e86\uff0c\u9664\u4e86\u795e\u5947\u7684\u6218\u6597\u7279\u6548\u
4ee5\u5916\uff0c\u5267\u60c5\uff0c\u7cfb\u7edf\uff0c\u4eba\u7269\u4e4b\u7c7b\u7684\u90fd\u5f88\u68d2\u3002
\u8fd8\u6709\uff0c\u524d\u671f\u4e0d\u8981\u8bd5\u56fe\u53bb\u62db\u52df\u90a3\u4e2a1.2W\u91d1\u5e01\u90a3\u4e2a
\u89d2\u8272\uff0c\u524d\u671f\u9700\u8981\u7684\u58f0\u671b\u4e0d\u591f\uff0c\u4f60\u8981\u662f\u8db3\u591f\u809
d\uff08\u5237\u91d1\u5e01\uff09\u53ef\u4ee5\u53bb\u8bd5\u8bd5\u627e\u541f\u6e38\u8bd7\u4eba\u5237\u58f0\u671b\uff
0c\u7136\u540e\u5230\u8fbe\u738b\u57ce\u4ee5\u540e\u6559\u4f1a\u4f1a\u7ed9\u4f601W\u91d1\u5e01\uff0c\u4f60\u53ef
\u4ee5\u53bb\u8bd5\u8bd5\uff08\u53cd\u6b63\u6211\u6ca1\u6709\uff09\uff0c\u7b2c\u4e8c\u4e2a\u738b\u57ce\u4e5f\u670
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